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Review of the Television Without Frontiers Directive

Theme 4: Protection of Minors and Public Order -
Right of Reply

I.  Protection of Minors and Public Order

In the United Kingdom there are now two providers competing for digital take
up.  BSKYB has been established for some years but the demise of
ITVDigital has led to a consortium, including the BBC, to launch 'Freeview', a
digital terrestrial TV service.  The BBC is intensively promoting 'Freeview'
across its TV and Radio services and not surprisingly this has resulted in an
upsurge of interest in digital TV.  This is aiding the fulfilment of EU and British
Government policy in this regard.  The 'Freeview' package can be received,
without a subscription, upon the purchase of a digital decoder using an
existing or upgraded external terrestrial aerial.  Whereas BSKYB services can
be received only after the installation of a new dish aerial with a decoder and
the subscription paid.  Accordingly the number of households with multi
channel TV is rapidly increasing and 'Freeview' is currently outselling BSKYB.

1. Prohibition or limitation of broadcasts likely to harm minors

In Britain it has never been the practice of the regulator to "systematically"
control television programming.  Indeed, the Broadcasting Act 1990 removed
the duty of the Independent Television Commission to preview controversial
programming to satisfy itself that the statutory requirements on content were
fulfilled.  Since 1990 the ITC has granted licences to a number of TV
channels that transmit pornographic programming with the proviso that they
undertake to observe the Programme Code.  This Code has been amended
in order to accommodate the material currently transmitted.  It is no longer
required, for example, to present sex and nudity with tact or discretion nor is it
necessary that such content be in any context.  There is no pre-transmission
control of programming except in the rarest of circumstances, for example, if
national security is threatened.  Control, such as it is, is exercised after
transmission in the light of any unsolicited complaints received from the
public.  It is a rare occurrence for complaints to be upheld and even then
there is no requirement not to repeat a programme.  Indeed, the arrogance of



the broadcasters in rejecting unfavourable findings is breathtaking.  It is
notable that in the year 2002 the BBC, the ITC and the Broadcasting
Standards Commission all report big increases in complaints about offensive
programming.  Additionally, the ITC in its Annual Review acknowledge that
many people who have 'gone digital' are not satisfied with the programmes on
offer.

We believe that the "watershed", in a 24-hour, global television environment,
is a most ineffective method of content regulation.  It was introduced in Britain
in the 1960s when there were two television channels operated by the BBC
and ITV, neither of which operated for 24 hours a day.  The domestic video
recorder, introduced in the 1980s made possible the easy 'time shifting' of
programmes.  This has become an established method of TV viewing and the
latest generation of domestic DVD recorders offers a sophisticated system of
recording hours of favourite genre programming.  The availability of violent
imagery in film as well as sexual conduct from pornography channels and the
ease with which it can be recorded means that such material is readily
available whether or not a 'watershed' is in place.  The pay-per-view channels
have long sought to have the present constraints on transmissions removed.
Experience shows that once constraints are removed for some there is
demand from other channels to have their constraints removed as well.

The truth is that content regulation has largely been determined by
programme makers and providers rather than by regulators.  The application
of the national legislation in this regard has been made impossible on the
grounds that standards cannot be determined because public attitudes
constantly shift.  Public attitudes are shaped by what is available and so it is
no surprise that the regulators have created difficulties for themselves by
failing to establish fixed points of reference.

So far as we have been able to ascertain the present system in Britain does
not refer to impairing the development of minors whether seriously or not.
Broadcasters suggest that the main responsibilities for safeguarding children
rest with parents and guardians.  We dispute this assumption because
parents and guardians, in general, are not responsible for commissioning,
producing, scheduling or transmitting programmes on television or radio.  For
broadcasters to absolve themselves from all responsibilities in this way is
most inappropriate.

We are aware of the drift towards 'self-regulation' in broadcasting but
currently this appears to mean that broadcasters regulate themselves and
can do what they like.  There is no reference to responsibility or to any
mechanism of redress for an aggrieved viewer or listener.  Instead the
emphasis is on being informed about programme content and avoiding that
which may be harmful and/or offensive or does not accord with community



standards.  If the onus is to be placed on the consumer in this regard, robust
mechanisms of redress must be put in place.  This should not be limited to
litigation and redress through the courts.

2.  Prohibition of broadcasts containing incitement to hatred

On the whole the prohibition of broadcasts containing incitement to hatred is
effective especially so with regard to racial hatred.  Generally, public attitudes
are hostile to this and rightly so.  Accordingly, the broadcasting regulators
deal effectively with such material, as do those associated with making
programmes.  Incitement to racial hatred is intolerable and is a battle that has
largely been won and so no further regulation would seem to be needed.

3. Derogation from obligation to ensure freedom of reception

The Directive provides for the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport
to issue Proscription Orders against foreign satellite TV services that
consistently breach national requirements on programme content.  In the
1990s a number of pornographic satellite TV channels were proscribed by the
British Government on the advice of the Independent Television Commission
and acting within the terms of the Directive.

In September 2000 the ITC recommended that a Proscription Order be
issued against the 'Satisfaction Channel'.  The programmes transmitted were
said to be in breach of the statutory requirements on "good taste and
decency".  In June 2003 the Secretary of State has still not issued a
Proscription Order against this channel although it is understood that this is
still under consideration.  Of late there has certainly been a mysterious and
chronic problem for the British Government in applying this part of the
Directive.

4.  The recommendation on the protection of minors and human dignity

The protection of minors and human dignity on the Internet is practically very
difficult without a determined effort from governments around the world.  It is
evident that children can and do access pornography on the Internet and that
such material conflicts with what is understood by 'human dignity'.  It is also
evident that pornographers use the Internet to promote their business.  The
Internet Watch Foundation can order 'take down' only on material that is
illegal and hosted in the UK.  Much that attacks the innocence of minors and
human dignity is not illegal and is hosted outside the UK.  Without a universal
code of practice or an international agreement, attempting to safeguard
minors and human dignity is futile.



We are in no doubt that the "protection of minors" must include a definition of
what constitutes a failure to protect.  It is also necessary for the Directive to
include a schedule of what minors should be protected from.

Equally, human dignity should be defined perhaps by a 'schedule of indignity'.
From what is accessible on the Internet it is evident that upholding human
dignity is the least concern of those marketing pornography or sexual
services.  We agree that the provisions of the Recommendation should be
clarified and extended in this regard.
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